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Summer Race Series July/August:
The Top 5 Boats......
Chilly
Gross 23 Net. 16
Pretender
49
40
Peregrine
49
43
Elua Makani
60
51
Frendy
65
56

September
2021

The Fastest 5, for August:
Chilly
8 points
Peregrine
14
Pretender
16
Frendy
25
Raven Lunatic 30
4 Races To Go In The Series!

Chilly with new sails!
Check us out on Facebook

Where the racing is fun!
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The Poop Deck
By Brad Lowell

No place for plastic!
There are lots of applications on a sailboat for zip or cable ties but I have found one place they
should never have been used. Have a look at the accompanying photo:

This is the halyard shackle for a furling jib on a 42 foot sailboat that had just finished a rough
passage from the Canary Islands to Cape Verde. See how the zip tie being used to “mouse” the
clevis pin in place has failed – likely from UV degradation. Thus allowing the clevis pin to back
out of the shackle under the constant working of the jib. Once the clevis pin was free of the
shackle, it was only the steady load from the halyard line that kept the shackle attached to the
head of the jib. Note also how the shackle has been bent out of shape because the clevis pin is
no longer holding the ends together! This failure would have been a big deal if it had let go
completely during the passage – necessitating a trip up the mast while under way.
All for the sake of $1.00 zip tie! I have seen sailing articles on line that propose using UV
stabilized zip ties for shackles – this one was not - however after this experience I will now
only use monel or stainless steel wire to mouse these shackles that are integral to the safety of
the boat and hard to inspect. Have you inspected your shackles recently?
Have fun, sail safely. Brad
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Marks & Obstructions
Bt David Twentyman

The GBSC is faced with a very special situation when it comes to the interpretation of rules 18
(Tacking in the Zone), 19 (Room to pass an Obstruction) and 20 (Tacking at an Obstruction).
This is because we use Marks which are “tetrahedron floats”, islands, and government navigation
marks and beacons.
Under the definition of Obstruction, the Rules say “An object that can be safely passed on only
one side and an object, area or line so designated by the sailing instructions are also obstructions”.
As Race Coordinator I have not designate certain Marks as being worthy of being treated as
Obstructions, which has led to some uncertainty.
From now on when the course and Marks are given it is implied that the following areas, as well
as government marks are to be considered as Obstructions:
- Skardon Islands and Green Can
- Nares Rock
- Mary Islet
- Griffin Ridge (at low tide)
- Hospital Bay
- All continuing shorelines
Many of these areas extend out a fair distance from the high water line, and with a number of
our boats drawing 6-7 feet this can pose a problem even at high tide. In future it is expected
that if a skipper asks for room near an Obstruction that there is a good reason, and believe that
as a common courtesy that room should be given.
Please lookout these diagrams.....

Continued.....
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However please remember Rule 19.2 (c) which is covered in the next diagram. Last Saturday
there were a number of instances where boats gained inside overlaps while passing Skardon
Islands, and if they had asked for room they could have found they had no rights.
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Book Reviews
By Ron Badley

I love books. Real books that you can hold in your hands and turn the pages. Here are a couple
that I recently bought…
Blue Water Cruisers by David Bennett Laing. The subtitle is “A by-the-numbers compilation of
seaworthy, offshore-capable fibreglass monohull production sailboats by North American
Designers”.
The little blurb on Amazon promises…
• Authoritative reviews of 400 sailboats in 6 size categories
• Ratings for each entry based on 11 key criteria
• Photographs, sail plans, hull details, and other specs for every model
• Performance ratings under various sea states and weather conditions
Wow, this sounds great! And all for $40! How can I go wrong. Well, let me tell you. The criteria
Mr Laing has set out for his book is pretty tight. To qualify for his version of “seaworthy” each
boat must fall into a very specific range. Sail area to displacement ratio, ballast ratio, displacement
to length, length to beam etc etc etc must all be within Laing’s specs. So we end up with 400
boats that are all very similar to each other. The size range is massive, 20 through 72 feet. But
they are all basically the same boat. Full keel, fairly narrow and somewhat dated designs. Yes,
many are very pretty boats. Carl Alberg is well represented in this book. But I found it a little
boring and repetitive. The blurb mentioned “photographs”. Well, there is one on the cover….
The quality of the paper is basically newsprint. The print job is reasonable. There is a pile of info
in there if these boats are your thing. I’d have to give a 3 out of 5.
Yacht Designs According To Perry by Robert H. Perry. My Boats and What Shaped Them.
Here we have a hard cover book printed by McGraw Hill available for $45. So far so good. Bob
Perry is an excellent writer and has been doing yacht design and articles for decades. Bob’s also a
great guy, from what I hear, and very well respected in the boat world. His most famous design
being the Valiant 40 (and other Valiants) and the Flying Tiger racers. Mr Perry is and extremely
well rounded designer that also really knows how to put words on the page. I found the book very
entertaining, well laid out and educational as well. But, there is a but. The quality of the printing
and paper is atrocious. This a special interest book printed for an audience that does’t generally
count their coin change. At $45 I guess it’s a deal. I’d much rather have paid $55-60 and had a
quality book. Black and white photos. Really? Paper so thin that you can see whats on the other
side??? I highly recommend the book if yacht design and the history behind Valiant, Islander,
CT, Passport and host of custom designs is your kind of thing. 5 out of 5 for content and
entertainment value. 2 for the quality.
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